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Time systems

• Time is important:

– Signal travel time of electromagnetic waves

• Altimetry, GPS, SLR, VLBI

•  For positioning

– Orbit determination

– One nanosecond (10–9 second) is 30 cm of distance

– Relative motion of celestial bodies
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Astronomical clocks

• We commonly define time in terms of astronomical
and geodetic periods:

– Rotation of the Earth (day)

– Revolution of the Earth around the sun (year)

– Orbit of the moon around the Earth (month)

– Number of bodies in the solar system visible to the naked
eye or 1/4 of a lunar cycle (week)

• These astronomical clocks are not consistent

– The current length of a year is 365.242190 days

– 1900: 365.242196 days

– 2100: 365.242184 day
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Mechanical clocks

• When mechanical clocks were less accurate than variations in
astronomical clocks, astronomical clocks were used to correct
mechanical clocks.

– The pendulum clock was invented in the 17th century

• In 1928 with the invention of the quartz clock.
– Apparent that the uncertainty in the astronomical day was 10–7 due to

irregularities in Earth rotation

• Atomic clocks
– The idea of using hyperfine quantum states of atoms for a clock was

first proposed by U.S. physicist Isador Rabi in 1945.
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Atomic clocks
• Certain atoms in a the magnetic field can exhibit one of two

hyperfine states

– The spin of the outermost electron of an atom either points in the same
direction as the magnetic field of the nucleus, or it points opposite.

– The laws of quantum physics forbid other orientations.

• Generally, an atom remains in its hyperfine state. But when
prodded by electromagnetic radiation at a specific frequency,
it will switch to the other state, undergoing the so-called
“hyperfine transition”.

• Essentially, an electronic clock selects atoms in one hyperfine
state and exposes them to radiation which causes them to
switch to the other state. The frequency of the radiation
causing the transition becomes the regular beat that the clock
counts to register time.

• Hydrogen-masers, cesium, and rubidium standards are usually
used
– Each GPS satellite has 2 Cs and 2 Ru clocks
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International Atomic Time (TAI)

• Atomic Time, with the unit of duration the Systeme
International (SI) second defined in 1967 as the duration of
9,192,631,770 cycles of radiation corresponding to the
transition between two hyperfine levels of the ground state of
cesium-133 The second defined in 1967 to correspond to
traditional measurement.

• A uniform time-scale of high accuracy is provided by the
International Atomic Time (Temps Atomique International,
TAI). The origin of TAI was chosen to start on 1 January
1958 0h. It is estimated by a large set (> 200) of atomic
clocks.
– Mostly cesium atomic clocks and a few hydrogen masers at 60

laboratories worldwide.

• Time centers compare clocks, using GPS observations as time
links. A weighted mean of local time center results in the TAI.
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Fundamentals of Time

Solar Time – determined from the rotation of the Earth WRT

the Sun (position of the Sun WRT the Greenwich meridian).

Sidereal Time – period of rotation of the Earth WRT the stars

(or the hour angle of the Vernal Equinox) – Greenwich

Sidereal Time:
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Sidereal time

• Sidereal time is directly related to the
rotation of the Earth.

• Local Apparent (or true) Sidereal Time
(LAST) refers to the observer’s local
meridian. It is equal to the hour angle of
the true vernal equinox.

• The vernal equinox is the intersection of
the ecliptic and the equator, where the sun
passes from the southern to the northern
hemisphere.
– The vernal equinox is affected by precession

and nutation and experiences long and short-
period variations.
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Solar time and Universal Time
• Solar time is used in everyday life

• It is related to the apparent diurnal motion of the sun about the
Earth.

• This motion is not uniform, assumes a constant velocity in the
motion about the Sun.

• Mean solar time is equal to the hour angle of the mean sun
plus 12 hours. If referred to the Greenwich mean astronomical
meridian, it is termed Universal Time (UT). Its fundamental
unit is the mean solar day, the interval between two transits of
the sun through the meridian.

• Conversion of UT to GMST is defined by convention, based
on the orbital motion of the Earth (about 360°/365 days):

1 mean sidereal day = 1 mean solar day – 3 m 55.90 s =
86164.10 s.
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Fundamentals of Time

Universal Time (UT) – Greenwich hour angle of a fictitious Sun
uniformly orbiting in the equatorial plane, augmented by 12
hours (eliminates ecliptic motion of the Sun). UT0 is
determined from motions of the stars, thus function of sidereal
time. UT1 is UT0 corrected for polar motion. Closely
approximates mean diurnal motion of the Sun (Solar Time).

Dynamic Time (Ephemeris Time) – derived from planetary
motions in the solar system (deduce time from position of
planets and equations of motion).  Independent variable in the
equations of motion.

– Barycentric Dynamic Time (BDT) is based on planetary motions WRT
the solar system barycenter.

– Terrestrial Dynamic Time (TDT) derived from satellite motions around
the Earth.
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UTC
• A practical time scale, as needed in navigation for instance,

has to provide a uniform unit of time and maintain a close
relationship with UT1.

• This led to the introduction of the Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC).

• Its time interval corresponds to atomic time TAI and its epoch
differs by not more than 0.9 sec from UT1. In order to keep
the difference

leap seconds are introduced to UTC when necessary.
– A specification of a UTC clock should always differ from TAI by an

integer number of seconds.

• GPS provides easy access to UTC with an accuracy within
100 nanoseconds.
– GPS navigation data provides the integer offset for TAI.

! 

DUT1 = UT1"UTC < 0.9sec
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UTC and UT1 differences from TAI
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Leap seconds

• Since the first leap second in 1972, all leap seconds have
been positive.

– Currently the Earth runs slow at roughly 2 milliseconds per day, so a
leap second is needed about every five hundred days.

– There have been 32 leap seconds in the 27 years to January, 1999.

– This pattern mostly reflects the general slowing trend of the Earth due
to tidal braking.

• Sometimes there is a misconception that the regular insertion
of leap seconds every few years indicates that the Earth
should stop rotating within a few millennia.

• Leap seconds are not a measure of the rate at which the Earth
is slowing.

– The 1 second increments are indications of the accumulated
difference in time between the two systems.

– Usually, you would reset a slow clock to the accurate time

• We can’t alter the Earth’s rotation, so we reset the accurate clock
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Fundamentals of Time

Atomic Time – International Atomic Time (TAI) is based on

vibrations of the Cesium atom.

TDT = TAI + 32.184sec

Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) – equal to TAI but

augmented by leap seconds to keep it close to UT.

TAI = UTC + 1
s
.0n    (n=integer=28 in early 1994)

GPS Time – needs to be uniform, has a constant offset of 19 secs

WRT TAI, and was equal to UTC at the GPS standard epoch

of Jan. 6, 1980.
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Leap Seconds Since 1972

 1972 JAN  1 =JD 2441317.5  TAI-UTC=  10.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1972 JUL  1 =JD 2441499.5  TAI-UTC=  11.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1973 JAN  1 =JD 2441683.5  TAI-UTC=  12.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1974 JAN  1 =JD 2442048.5  TAI-UTC=  13.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1975 JAN  1 =JD 2442413.5  TAI-UTC=  14.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1976 JAN  1 =JD 2442778.5  TAI-UTC=  15.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1977 JAN  1 =JD 2443144.5  TAI-UTC=  16.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1978 JAN  1 =JD 2443509.5  TAI-UTC=  17.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1979 JAN  1 =JD 2443874.5  TAI-UTC=  18.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1980 JAN  1 =JD 2444239.5  TAI-UTC=  19.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1981 JUL  1 =JD 2444786.5  TAI-UTC=  20.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1982 JUL  1 =JD 2445151.5  TAI-UTC=  21.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1983 JUL  1 =JD 2445516.5  TAI-UTC=  22.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1985 JUL  1 =JD 2446247.5  TAI-UTC=  23.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1988 JAN  1 =JD 2447161.5  TAI-UTC=  24.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1990 JAN  1 =JD 2447892.5  TAI-UTC=  25.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1991 JAN  1 =JD 2448257.5  TAI-UTC=  26.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1992 JUL  1 =JD 2448804.5  TAI-UTC=  27.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1993 JUL  1 =JD 2449169.5  TAI-UTC=  28.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1994 JUL  1 =JD 2449534.5  TAI-UTC=  29.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1996 JAN  1 =JD 2450083.5  TAI-UTC=  30.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1997 JUL  1 =JD 2450630.5  TAI-UTC=  31.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S

 1999 JAN  1 =JD 2451179.5  TAI-UTC=  32.0       S + (MJD - 41317.) X 0.0      S
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Present time differences

• As of 1 January 1999,

– TAI is ahead of UTC   by 32 seconds.

– TAI is ahead of GPS    by 19 seconds.

– GPS is ahead of UTC   by 13 seconds.

• The Global Positioning System (GPS) epoch is January 6, 1980 and

is synchronized to UTC.

• No positive leap second will be introduced at the end of June

2004.
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Yet more definitions

• Terrestrial Time (TT), (or Terrestrial Dynamical Time, TDT),
with unit of duration 86400 SI seconds on the geoid, is the
independent argument of apparent geocentric ephemerides.

TDT = TAI + 32.184 seconds

• The epoch of TDT is defined as 1977 January 1, 0h TAI

• Julian Day Number is a count of days elapsed since
Greenwich mean noon on 1 January 4713 B.C., Julian
calendar. The Julian Date is the Julian day number followed
by the fraction of the day elapsed since the preceding noon.
– The Julian Day Number for 7 February 2002 is 2452313

• The Modified Julian Day, was introduced by space scientists
in the late 1950s. It is defined as

MJD = JD – 2400000.5
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Fundamentals of Time

Julian Date (JD) – defines the number of mean solar days since

4713 B.C., January 1,  0.5  (noon).

Modified Julian Date (MJD) – obtained by subtracting 2400000.5

days from JD.  Thus, MJD commences at midnight instead of

noon.

Civilian Date      JD

1980 Jan 6.0 2444244.5 GPS Standard Epoch

2000 Jan 1.5 2451545.0 J2000 Epoch

Algorithm 14 in book.
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Earth rotation
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Earth Orientation Measurements

Length of Day – must be measured, preferably using

VLBI.

Polar Motion – must be measured with space geodetic

techniques.

Nutation – theory/modeling can generally be used

(sometimes apply small corrections from VLBI).

Precession – theory/modeling can generally be used.
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Motion of the Coordinate System

For this class, we will ignore precession, nutation, and polar motion.
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Precession and Nutation

• Luni-Solar Precession – 50” per year, period of 26,000 years

(due to the torques of the Moon and the Sun on the Earth’s

equatorial bulge).

• Planetary Precession – precession of 12”/century and decrease

the obliquity of the ecliptic of 47”/century (due to the

planetary perturbations on the Earth’s orbit, causing changes in

the ecliptic).

• Nutation – amplitude 9”, occurs at orbital periods of the Sun

and the Moon (13.7 days, 27.6 days, 6 months, 1 year, 18.6

years, etc.) 18.6 year motion is largest – 20“ amplitude (0.5

km).
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Motion of the Coordinate System
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Polar Motion

• Linear drift of the rotation pole of 3-4 milli arc seconds/year in

a direction between Greenland and Hudson Bay (due to post

glacial rebound)

• Long period wobble (30 years) of amplitude 30 milli arc

seconds (cause unknown)

• Annual Wobble (amplitude of 0.1 arc seconds – 3 meters on

the Earth’s surface), 75% caused by annual variation in the

inertia tensor of the atmosphere, rest by mass variations in

snow, ice, ground water, etc.

• Chandler Wobble (430 day period), 6 meters amplitude.

Normal mode of the Earth.  Caused by atmospheric and

oceanic effects.

(1 arc min = 1/60 deg;   1 arc sec = 1/60 arc min)
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Motion of the Coordinate System
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Motion of the Coordinate Systems
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Length of day changes

Decadal, annual, and semi-annual variations
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Variations of LOD

• There is a linear increase in the LOD of 1-2 msec/century.

• Increase mainly due to tidal breaking.

• Some decrease due to decreasing moment of inertia (J2, e.g.

skater spins faster when hands are drawn in).

• Decadal fluctuations of 4-5 msec (due to transfer of angular

momentum between the core and the mantle).

• Short period variability of 2-3 msec at period of less than 5

years (mainly 2 weeks, 1 month, 6 months, 1 year) (due to

Earth and ocean tides, the atmosphere, and wind-driven ocean

circulation).

• Before modern times, ancient eclipse records have been used

to determine variations in LOD
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AAM vs LOD changes

• Length of day changes are highly correlated with

changes in atmospheric angular momentum (AAM):
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Reference Frame Terminology

• Equator – the great circle on the surface of a body formed by the intersection

of the surface with the plane passing through the center of the body

perpendicular to the axis of rotation.

• Celestial Equator – the projection on to the celestial sphere of the Earth’s

equator.

• Ecliptic – plane of the Earth’s orbit about the Sun, affected by planetary

precession.

• True Equator and Equinox of Date – the celestial coordinate system

determined by the instantaneous positions of the celestial equator and ecliptic

(motion due to precession and nutation).

• Mean Equator and Equinox of Date – the celestial reference system

determined by ignoring small variations of short-period (nutation) in the

motions of the celestial equator (motion due to only precession).

• Mean Equator and Equinox of J2000.0 – celestial reference system at 12

hours, January 1, 2000.
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Reference Frame Transformation

•

• P = precession transformation (moves state from mean equinox of

epoch (J2000) to mean equinox of date)

• N = nutation transformation (moves state from mean equinox to true

equinox of date)

• S = Apparent Sidereal Time Transformation (referenced to true

equinox)

        =  ROT3(!GST) + EQequinox       EQ = GAST-GMST

•  !GST = Greenwich Mean Sidereal Time

• EQequinox = “equation of the equinoxes” = difference between mean

and true equinoxes

• M = polar motion transformation =
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What the Rotations Do

• M – Polar Motion: rotates the terrestrial (ECEF)

frame from the conventional pole to the celestial

ephemeris pole.

• S – Sidereal Time: rotates the terrestrial frame from

the Greenwich Meridian to the true equinox of date.

• N – Nutation: rotates the celestial frame from the true

equinox of date to the mean equinox of date

• P – Precession: rotates the celestial frame from the

mean equinox of date to the mean equinox of J2000.0


